WHY HIRE A CONSULTANT?
Reasons why a consultant can bring great
value to your organization:
∗

To bring temporary or on-going expertise that supplements, not supplants, your staff.

∗

To help with a special need; to do the specialized work.

∗

To obtain expertise that you need and to deliver quality
that you might otherwise not be able to afford to hire.

∗

To provide confidentiality or to inject an objective voice.

∗

To bring in the “outside expert”. Sometimes leadership
perceives that it’s only the opinion of “the expert” that
counts.

∗

To see the situation through fresh, disinterested eyes,
without the filters and preconceived notions the internal people may have.

∗

To enable all staff and volunteers to fully participate in
a process such as strategic planning, without one of
them having to wear a facilitator’s or coordinator’s hat
too.

∗

To achieve the efficiency of having an expert for a short
period of time. Most organizations have needs that
require specialized skills, but which are not sufficient in
scope to justify a full-time employee.

∗

To get the job done efficiently. A consultant, guided by
expertise and experience, is more likely to get the job
done right the first time.

∗

To model and offer learning—something that a staff
person may not be able to do as freely just because of
perceived power issues, hierarchical constraints, etc.

∗

To ask the right questions.
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Bookmobile Consulting… and so much more
Knowledge is the cornerstone of any successful project, but only SVS combines expert

Consultation
∗

knowledge with superior technical skills to
provide a complete “concept to delivery” solution.
Although all of our services are modular, the
majority of our clients
request a “soup to nuts”
package to provide the best value and support our proven methodology for success.
A typical bookmobile service package includes aspects from all four of our service

Client guidance throughout project
lifecycle

∗

Program analysis

∗

Concept brainstorming

∗

Functionality assessment

∗

Budgeting assistance

∗

Base vehicle selection

∗

Component selection

Design
∗

Floor plan development

∗

Specification author

∗

Pre-construction engineering refinement

Management
∗

RFP issue and response analysis

∗

Contract negotiation

∗

Vendor liaison

∗

Construction management

categories...

Inspection
∗

∗

∗

Up to three (3) field inspections of
vehicle during construction
Ensure contract and regulatory
compliance
Verify quality standards, above
and below the surface

Our president, Michael
Swendrowski, started
Specialty Vehicle Services,
LLC. in 2002 after a very
successful 20-year career
within the Specialty Vehicle industry. Within the
industry, Michael held
many high-profile positions, within multiple
organizations across the
United States, including Sales Manager, Engineering Manager, Production Manager, and just prior
to departure, Director of Operations for one of the
premier bookmobile manufacturing companies in
the USA. In addition to his vast real-world experience, Michael has formal training in both Business
and Electronics and is internationally renowned
for his innovative developments in mobile applications.
Michael heads all SVS bookmobile projects personally because of his love for these units, expertise, and his involvement in the bookmobile community.
In addition to being an active member of both
ABOS and ALA, Michael currently serves as
Chairman of the ALA Subcommittee on Bookmobiles, is the co-sponsor of the ABOS Carol Combs
Hole Attendance Grant, a contributing author to
the upcoming book “On the Road with Outreach”,
and regularly gives informative presentations at
bookmobile conferences nationwide.
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